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THE MERIT MATTRESS
Our original design, and still firm favourite.
The Merit is ideal for low care applications where support and comfort is a
must. Often used in bespoke situations including high humidity conditions and
custom size homecare beds, the Merit will always ensure quality rest and care.
The Merit is also an excellent choice for short term hire applications where
durability is a must.

PRESSURE CARE
COVER

STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS INCLUDE
In-built convolute airflow design for pressure care and comfort
Single core, deluxe grade foam — often used to support
Air Mattress systems

FEATURES
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MULTI-STRETCH PRESSURE CARE COVER UPPER
Minimises shear

SPECIFICATIONS
FEATURES

The Merit can be adapted to suit
any bed size, configuration or
profiling function.

Anti-Microbial and resistant to body fluids
Facilitates Immersion of pressure points
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Heavy duty protection for base of cover

DELUXE CONVOLUTE FOAM

Minimises shear forces during transit by
sliding easily on bed base

Provides excellent durability
Unique deep profile assists with internal air
circulation and temperature management

STANDARD length: 1980mm
SIZING
2030mm
thickness: 50mm
100mm
(single)

Supportive and comfortable
WATER-BASED EVAPORATIVE LAMINATION
Completely odour free

widths: 880mm
1050mm (king
single)
1150mm
1350mm

Environmentally friendly
Incredible Adhesion

OPTIONS
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PROFILE STABILISING SIDES (THIS OPTION
SHOWN ON MAIN IMAGE)
Enables ease of primary patient care
Facilitates patient transfers
Unique hinge points allow mattress to easily
conform to varied bed positions

WEIGHT
RANGE*

Single Core 100-150kg
Covolute 130-220kg
(depending on selected
width)

HEAVY DUTY PVC BASE

Anti-microbial and resistant to body fluids
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INTEGRATED ZIP WITH PROTECTION FLAP
Allows removal of cover for cleaning
Flap prevents ingress of fluid through zip
Fully welded construction

COVER OPTIONS
Full multi-stretch pressure care fabric
High frequency sealed and welded seams
Fully enclosed and welded cover design

WARRANTY 5 years**

Encourages central patient positioning
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SAFETY SIDES
Provide unobtrusive support
Help prevent high falls risk patients rolling out of bed
Gently encourages central patient positioning to
maximise pressure care

*Optimal patient weight range for pressure
care and comfort.
**Warranty refers to any manufacturing or
product defects. Due to its nature, foam will
soften and its resilience will decrease with
usage and age. Contact Forté Healthcare
Solutions for further specific information.
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MAKING PATIENT
CARE EASY

P. 1300 73 11 63
W. fortehealthcare.com.au
E. sales@fortehealthcare.com.au

